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1 Introduction

SRAM based memory elements have been the prominent limiting factor in the near-
threshold voltage domain as the supply voltage of SRAM cells does not easily
downscale, as it is done for combinational logic. The supply voltage downscaling
limitation is due to the significant increase in the failure rate of SRAM cells
operating at lower supply voltage values, which in turn severely affects the yield.
Various state-of-the-art solutions have been proposed to address this issue. These
solutions include variation tolerant SRAM cell design [3, 13, 29] and heterogeneous
cache design [31], improve the robustness of cache memories. However, the
improvement comes at the cost of increased area and power overheads. Moreover,
these approaches mostly ignore the impact of runtime failure mechanisms, such as
aging and soft error, on the reliability of memory components. Therefore, design-
time reliability failure analysis and mitigation schemes are crucial for the reliable
operation of near-threshold caches.

Analyzing failures based on a particular reliability failure mechanism is insuf-
ficient for estimating the system-level reliability, as the interdependence among
different failure mechanisms has a considerable impact on the overall system
reliability. Moreover, the running workload affects the aging and SER of memory
components as it determines the SP and AVF of the memory elements. Therefore,
performing a combined analysis on the reliability failure mechanisms across
different layers of abstraction (as shown in Fig. 1) is crucial, and it helps designers
to choose the most reliable components at each abstraction layer, and tackle the
reliability challenges of NTC operation.
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Fig. 1 Cross-layer impact of memory system and workload application on system-level reliability
(Failure In-Time (FIT rate)) of NTC memory components, and their interdependence

For this purpose, a comprehensive cross-layer reliability analysis framework
addressing the combined effect of aging, process variation, and soft error on the
reliability of NTC cache designs is presented in this chapter. Moreover, the chapter
presents the advantages and limitations of two different NTC SRAM cell designs
(namely, 6T and 8T cells) in terms of reliability (SER and SNM) improvement, area,
and energy overheads. The framework presented in this chapter helps to explore
the cross-layer impact of different reliability failure mechanisms, and it is useful
to study the combined effect of workload and cache organization on the SER and
SNM of cache memories. The framework is also helpful to understand how the
reliability issues change from super-threshold to the near-threshold voltage domain.
Furthermore, it is important for architectural-level design space exploration to find
the best cache organization for better reliability and performance trade-offs of NTC
caches. Based on the comprehensive analysis using the framework, a memory failure
mitigation scheme is developed to improve the energy efficiency of NTC caches.

2 Functional Failure and Reliability Issues of NTC Memory
Components

The increase in sensitivity to process variation of NTC circuits affects not only the
performance but also functionality. Notably, the mismatch in device strength due to
process variation affects the state of positive feedback loop based storage elements
(SRAM cells) [3, 10, 14]. The mismatch in the transistors makes SRAM cells to
incline for one state over the other, a characteristic that leads to hard functional
failure or soft timing failure [17, 20]. The variation-induced functional failure rate of
SRAM cells is more pronounced in the nanoscale era as highly miniaturized devices
are used to satisfy the density requirements [1]. SRAM cells mainly suffer from
three main unreliability sources: (1) aging effects, (2) radiation-induced soft error,
and (3) variation-induced functional failures [19]. The SRAM cell susceptibility to
these issues increases with supply voltage downscaling.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of 6T and 8T SRAM cell, where WL = word-line, BL = bit-line and
RL = read-line. (a) 6T cell design. (b) 8T cell design

2.1 Aging Effects in SRAM Cells

Accelerated transistor aging is one of the main reliability concerns in CMOS
devices. Among various mechanisms, Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) is the
primary aging mechanism in nanoscale devices [18]. BTI gradually increases the
threshold voltage of a transistor over a long period, which in turn increases the gate
delay [18]. BTI-induced threshold voltage shift is a strong function of temperature as
it has an exponential dependency. Hence, BTI-induced aging rate is higher at high
operating voltage and temperature values. In SRAM cells, BTI reduces the Static
Noise Margin (SNM)1 of an SRAM cell, and makes it more susceptible to failures.
BTI-induced SNM degradation is higher when the cell stores the same value for a
longer period (e.g., storing “0” at node “A” of the SRAM cell shown in Fig. 2a).
Hence, the effect of BTI on an SRAM cell is a strong function of the cell’s Signal
Probability (SP).2

2.2 Process Variation in SRAM Cells

Variation in transistor parameters such as channel length, channel width, and
threshold voltage results in a mismatch in the strength of the transistors in an SRAM
cell, and in extreme cases it makes the cell to fail [15]. The variation-induced
memory failure rate increases significantly with supply voltage downscaling, for
instance, SRAM cells operating at NTC (0.5V) have 5× higher failure rate than the
cells operating at a nominal voltage [15]. Process variation affects several aspects
of SRAM cells, and the main variation-induced SRAM cell failures are:

1SNM is the minimum amount of DC noise that leads to a loss of the stored value.
2Probability of storing logic “1” in the SRAM cell.
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Read Failure Read failure/disturb is a phenomenon where the stored value is
distorted during read operation. For example, when reading the value of the cell
shown in Fig. 2a, (VL = “1” and VR = “0”), due to the voltage difference between
the access transistor NR and pull-down transistor N2, the voltage at node VR

increases [21, 39]. If this voltage is higher than the trip voltage (Vtrip) of the left
inverter, then the stored value of the cell is changed. Hence, the condition for read
failure is expressed as [33]:

read failure =

{
1, if VR > Vtrip

0, otherwise

where Vtrip = VP1 − VN1 (here VP1 and VN1 indicate the voltages of the PMOS
and NMOS transistors of the left inverter shown in Fig. 2a where P1 and N1 are the
corresponding PMOS and NMOS transistors of the inverter).

Write Failure Write failure occurs when the cell is not able to write/change its
state with the applied write voltage. For example, during a write operation (e.g.,
writing “0” to the SRAM cell shown in Fig. 2a), the node VL is discharged through
the bit-line BL. Write failure occurs when the node VL is not reduced to be lower
than Vtrip of the right inverter (VR) [21, 33]. In the standard 6T SRAM cell, write
failure is a challenging issue as the cell cannot be optimized without reducing its
read margin [21, 33, 39]. However, this is improved with the help of read/write
assist circuitries or differential read/write access as it is done in the 7T, 8T, and
10T SRAM cell designs [3, 8, 10]. In order to illustrate the write failure issue, the
write margin behaviors of 6T and 8T NTC SRAM cells are studied and compared
in Fig. 3. As shown in the figure, the 6T SRAM cell has a smaller write margin as it
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Fig. 3 Write margin (in terms of write latency) comparison of 6T and 8T SRAM cell operating in
near-threshold voltage domain (0.5V)
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has longer write latency. On the other hand, the short write latency of the 8T design
enables it to have a relatively larger write margin. The improvement in the write
margin is because the 8T cell is optimized to improve the write operation without
affecting its read operation, as the write and read operations are decoupled.

Hold Failure Hold failure commonly known as metastability issue is a reliability
issue that occurs when the SRAM cell is not able to store the value for a longer
period [20, 33]. This problem happens during a standby mode if the voltage at
nodes VL or VR is smaller (smaller SNM value), then the stored value is easily
destroyed by a noise voltage due to various sources such as particle strike and
leakage current [20, 33].

2.3 Soft Error Rate in SRAM Cells

In SRAM cells, soft error is a transient phenomenon that occurs when charged
particles penetrate the cell’s cross junction creating an aberrant charge that changes
the state of the cell [27]. The primary source of soft errors is related to cosmic ray
events such as neutrons and alpha particles. Atmospheric neutrons are one of the
higher flux components, and their reaction has a high energy transfer. Thus, neutrons
are the most likely cosmic radiations to cause soft errors [16, 19]. Neutrons do not
generate electron-hole pairs directly. However, their interaction with the Si-atoms
generates secondary particles. These secondary particles produce charges/electron-
hole pairs [16]. If the generated charges are larger than the critical charge3 of
an SRAM cell, then the internal value of the cell is inverted, this phenomenon is
commonly referred to as soft error.

Radiation-induced Soft Error Rate (SER) of an SRAM cell increases significantly
with decrease in the supply voltage. Previous experiments have shown that the
radiation-induced SER increases by 50% for just 20% decrease in the supply
voltage [40]. Moreover, the SER of NTC designs is affected by variation and aging-
induced SNM degradation.

2.4 Interdependence and Combined Effects

Analyzing failures based on a particular reliability failure mechanism is insufficient
for estimating the system-level reliability as the interdependence among different
failure mechanisms (such as aging, soft error, and process variation) has a consid-
erable impact on the overall system reliability [4, 19, 20]. Figure 4 shows how the
interdependence between different reliability mechanisms (aging, SER, and process

3Minimum amount of charge required to upset the stored value, of an SRAM cell.
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Fig. 4 Interdependence of reliability failure mechanisms and their impact on the system Failure
In-Time (FIT) rate in NTC

variation) affects the overall system reliability of memory components in terms
of Failure In-Time (FIT rate). As shown in the figure, variation-induced threshold
voltage shift increases both aging and SER by reducing the SNM and critical charge
of the cell. Similarly, aging-induced SNM degradation increases the sensitivity of
SRAM cell to soft errors. The problem is more pronounced when the SRAM cell is
operating at NTC domain due to the wide variation extent and higher sensitivity to
aging effects [19]. It has been observed that aging has≈5% SNM and critical charge
degradation at NTC while process variation-induced SNM degradation reaches as
high as 60% [19]. In the super-threshold voltage domain (1.0V), however, the aging
effect increases by 3× to be 15% while variation effect is reduced significantly.

Moreover, the running workload affects the aging rate and SER of memory
components, as it determines the signal probability and the Architectural Vulner-
ability Factor (AVF)4 of the memory elements [19]. Therefore, to overcome these
reliability challenges and improve the overall system reliability, combined analysis
of the reliability failure mechanisms at different levels of abstraction is imperative.
Besides, the cross-layer analysis should consider the impact of workload on signal
probability as well as architectural vulnerability factor of memory components, and
their circuit-level consequences on critical charge and SNM degradation.

2.5 Technology Scaling Effects on SRAM Reliability

Reliability has been an essential issue with the miniaturization of CMOS technol-
ogy, as different design-time and runtime failures are among the limiting factors of
technology scaling [24]. At smaller technology nodes, process variation increases
the permanent and transient failures of memory components significantly [11, 15].

4AVF is the probability that an error in memory structure propagates to the data path. AVF =
vulnerable period/total program execution period.
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The authors in [15] show that SRAM cell failure rate increases by more than 2×
with downscaling from 90 to 65 nm technology node. Similarly, the authors in [26]
demonstrated that technology downscaling increases the radiation-induced soft error
rate of SRAM cells significantly.

3 Cross-Layer Reliability Analysis Framework for NTC
Caches

The comprehensive cross-layer reliability estimation framework that abstracts the
impact of workload, cache organization, and reliability failure mechanisms at
different levels of abstraction is illustrated in Fig. 5. The reliability analysis and
simulation conducted in this work use the symmetric six-transistor (6T) and 8T
SRAM cells shown in Fig. 2a and b. In this work, the device-level critical charge
characterization is modeled according to the analytical model presented in [27].

This section presents the cross-layer reliability estimation framework in a top-
down manner. The system-level Failure In-Time (FIT) rate and SNM extraction
are described in Sect. 3.1 followed by the cross-layer SNM and SER estimation
in Sect. 3.2.

3.1 System FIT Rate Extraction

The system-level FIT rate of a cache memory is the sum of the FIT rate of
each row (cache line). The row FIT rate is calculated as the product of the
row-wise SER (extracted based on the circuit-level SER information) and its
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Fig. 5 Holistic cross-layer reliability estimation framework to analyze the impact of aging and
process variation effects on soft error rate
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Architectural Vulnerability Factor (AVF). Cache AVF is a metrics used to determine
the probability that an error in a cache memory propagates to the datapath, and
results in a visible error in a program’s final output [38]. Equation (1) shows the
system-level FIT rate calculation of cache memories.

FITsystem =
N−1∑
i=0

AVFi × SERi (1)

where N is the total number of rows in the cache.

3.1.1 Architecture-Level AVF Analysis

One step of determining the failure rate of memory (cache) due to soft errors is to
determine the AVF value of the memory. AVF of a memory array is measured by the
ratio of vulnerable periods, time interval in which the memory content is exposed
to particle strike, to the total program execution period, and the probability of the
erroneous value being propagated [38]. Hence, the vulnerability factor of a memory
array is computed based on the liveness analysis commonly known as Architectural
Correct Execution (ACE) analysis which is the ratio of ACE (vulnerable) cycles to
the total number of operational cycles [42]. Therefore, the AVF value of a memory
array with M cells is computed as shown in Eq. (2).

AVFarray =
∑M−1

i=0 ACEi

T × M
(2)

where T is the total number of cycles.

3.1.2 Architecture-Level SNM Analysis

Aging-induced SNM degradation of an SRAM cell strongly depends on the Signal
Probability (SP) of the cell. Thus, BTI-induced SNM degradation is minimized
when the signal probability of the cell is balanced (close to 0.5) [18]. In order to
determine the aging-induced SNM degradation, the worst-case SP of the memory
row is obtained as the maximum SP distance from 0.5 (D = |SP − 0.5|) as shown in
Eq. (3). Then, the worst-case SP is used by the SNM estimation tool given in Fig. 5
to determine the corresponding aging-induced SNM degradation.

SPworst-case = MAXZ
i=1Di (3)

where Di = |SPi − 0.5| and Z is the total number of cells in the memory row.
In order to extract the AVF and SNM of a cache unit, first, it is necessary to

extract the trace of the data stored in the cache, read-write accesses, and the duration
(number of cycles) of the running workload. Once the information is available, the
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reliability analysis tool uses it along with the cache organization to determine the
AVF and SP of the cache memory according to Eqs. (2) and (3), and generates the
SNM LUT for different signal probability values.

The cache organization (size and associativity) has significant impact on the SER
and SNM of the cache, as it determines the hit ratio and the duration data is stored
in a cache entry. Hence, different cache size and associativity combinations result
in different SER and SNM values for the same workload application. Additionally,
SER and SNM are highly dependent on the running workload. In order to explore
the impact of cache organization and workload, various organizations and workload
applications are investigated.

3.2 Cross-Layer SNM and SER Estimation

3.2.1 SNM Degradation Estimation

Device-Level Aging Analysis

BTI-induced aging degrades the carrier mobility of CMOS transistors, and leads
to transistor threshold voltage (Vth) shift. In an SRAM cell, the Vth shift reduces
the noise tolerance margin of the cell, and makes it more susceptible to failures. In
the reliability analysis framework, the BTI-induced threshold voltage shift of the
transistors in an SRAM cell is evaluated at device-level using a Reaction-Diffusion
(RD) model [28]. Then, the device-level Vth shift results are used to estimate the
corresponding SNM degradation of an SRAM cell at the circuit-level.

Circuit-Level SNM Estimation

The SNM of an SRAM cell is extracted by conducting a circuit-level SPICE
simulation. The SPICE simulation uses device-level aging and architecture-level
SP results to determine the SNM of the SRAM cell. Finally, the SNM degradation
of a particular SP value is obtained according to Eq. (4).

DEGSP = SNMSP − SNMfresh

SNMfresh
× 100% (4)

where SNMSP is the SNM of the SRAM cell for a particular signal probability value
and SNMfresh is the SNM of a fresh (new) SRAM cell.

Aging and Process Variation-Induced SNM Degradation Analysis

BTI-induced SNM degradation of an SRAM cell depends not only on the cell
signal probability but also on process parameters, such as channel length and
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Fig. 6 SNM degradation in the presence of process variation and aging after 3 years of operation,
aging+PV-induced SNM degradation at NTC is 2.5× higher than the super-threshold domain

oxide thickness, which are highly affected by manufacturing variabilities. Due to
low operating temperature at NTC, aging has relatively less impact on the SNM
degradation of near-threshold voltage SRAM cells. However, in combination with
variation-induced threshold voltage shift, aging degrades the SNM of SRAM cells
significantly.

Figure 6 shows the worst-case aging (SP = 0.0) and variation-induced SNM
degradation of 6T and 8T SRAM cells after 3 years of operation for wide supply
voltage range. The obtained SNM degradation confirms the analytical expectation
as the SNM degradation in NTC is 2.5× higher than the degradation in the super-
threshold voltage domain (as shown by the gray boxes). While the use of 8T instead
of 6T SRAM cells in super-threshold voltage domain has limited improvement in
SNM degradation (only 7.7%), it achieves more than 14% reduction in the SNM
degradation in the near-threshold voltage domain.

3.2.2 SER Estimation

The SER of an SRAM cell depends on two main factors, the critical charge of the
cell and the flux rate of the strike. To determine SRAM cell SER, first, the critical
charge of an SRAM cell is obtained from a circuit-level model. Then, the SER
value is calculated by combining the critical charge, flux distribution, and the area
sensitive to strike.
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Device-Level Critical Charge Characterization

The sensitivity of an SRAM cell to radiation-induced soft errors is determined by
the critical charge (Qcritical) of the cell, as it determines the minimum amount of
charge required to alter the state of the cell. The Qcritical of an SRAM cell depends
on several factors such as supply voltage, threshold voltage, and strength of the
transistors of the SRAM cell [9]. The critical charge of an SRAM cell is computed
using analytical models or circuit simulators. An analytical model developed in [27]
is used to determine the Qcritical.

As shown in Fig. 5, the SPICE model of an SRAM cell along with the BTI model
is employed to evaluate the impact of BTI on the threshold voltage (Vth) of the
transistors of an SRAM cell. The BTI analysis uses the SP values of the memory
array from higher (architecture-level) analysis to determine the BTI-induced Vth

shift of the running workload. In this way, the aging effect of the workload is
incorporated into the framework. Once the fresh and aged Vth values are available,
the impact of process variation is incorporated as a normal distribution (μ ± 3σ )
of the transistor threshold voltage where μ is the mean Vth value and the standard
deviation (σ ) which is obtained using an industrial standard, measurement based,
model (the “Pelgrom model”) given in Eq. (5) [30]. Finally, all these parameters are
used by the model given in [27] to extract the Qcritical.

σ�Vth = AV T√
L × W

(5)

where L and W are the length and width of transistors, and AV T is process specific
parameter (the “Pelgrom coefficient”).

Circuit-Level SER Analysis

The circuit-level SER analysis is conducted using the SER extraction module of the
framework given in Fig. 5. First, the critical charge of the SRAM cell is extracted
using the device-level model [27]. Afterward, the critical charge along with the
neutron-induced flux distribution is used to determine the SER of the cell using an
experimentally verified empirical model given in Eq. (6) [23]. As shown in Eq. (6),
the SER of an SRAM cell has an inverse exponential relation with its critical charge
(Qcritical). Hence, the higher the Qcritical, the lower the SER will be.

SER ∝ FAe

(
−Qcritical

Qs

)
(6)

where F is the flux in particles/cm2-s with energy higher than 1MeV [6]; A is the
area sensitive to a strike in cm2, and QS is the charge collection efficiency.
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The main observations from Eq. (6) are:

• The SER of an SRAM cell has an inverse exponential relation to its critical
charge. Hence, a small decrease in the Qcritical leads to an exponential increase in
the cell SER.

• For the same atmospheric neutrons, a small drift in Qcritical leads to a significant
increase in the SER. Furthermore, transistor up-sizing increases the area which
is sensitive to particle strike and hence, higher SER.

SER of 6T and 8T SRAM Cells

In the conventional 6T SRAM cell, the cell must maintain the stored value and it
should be stable during read/write accesses. SRAM cell stability is a challenging
task when the cell is operating in the near-threshold voltage domain, as the cell
mainly suffers from read-disturb. To address this issue, either a read-write assist
circuitry should be employed or the pull-down (NMOS) transistors of the SRAM
cell should be strengthened by transistor up-sizing [35]. However, the up-sizing also
increases the area of the cell that is sensitive to soft errors. Since the read-disturb of
the 6T SRAM cell is worst when it operates at lower voltage values, transistor up-
sizing cannot adequately mitigate the read-disturb issue which makes the 6T design
less desirable for near-threshold voltage operation.

This issue is addressed by using alternative SRAM cell designs (such as 8T [32]
and 10T [8] SRAM cells). For example, the read failure issue is solved in the 8T
design by decoupling the read and write lines using two additional NMOS access
transistors. The decoupling allows to downsize the pull-down NMOS transistors,
and reduce the area sensitive to soft errors. Therefore, alternative SRAM designs
(e.g., 8T) are recommended for NTC operation, which is verified by studying the
reliability and energy efficiency improvement of the 8T SRAM design over the
conventional 6T design. The transistor sizing specified in [32] is used for the design
of the 6T and 8T SRAM cells used in this study.

Figure 7 shows the fresh and aged SER of the 6T and 8T SRAM designs for
different supply voltage values. In the super-threshold voltage domain, (0.9–1.1V)
the 6T and 8T designs have negligible differences in their SER. In NTC, however,
the 6T design has higher SER than the 8T design due to the effects of transistor up-
sizing which increases the area sensitive to radiation. The combined effect of aging
and process variation on 6T and 8T SRAM cells is shown in Fig. 8. Figure 8 shows
variation effect has severe impact at NTC, as the SER of the 6T and 8T SRAM cell
designs in the near-threshold voltage domain is 4× higher than their SER in the
super-threshold voltage domain.
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3.3 Experimental Evaluation and Trade-Off Analysis

3.3.1 Experimental Setup

The reliability analysis is conducted using an ALPHA implementation of an embed-
ded in-order core on the Gem5 architectural simulator [7]. Since cache memories are
the main focus, various cache sizes (4–16KB) and wide associativity range from
simple directly mapped to 4-way set associative caches are assessed to perform a
reliability and performance trade-off analysis. The evaluation is conducted using
several workload applications from the SPEC2000 CPU benchmark suite [25]. The
workload applications were executed for five million cycles by fast-forwarding to
the memory intensive phases. The experimental setup used in this work is presented
in Table 1.

The BTI-induced Vth shift is extracted by assuming 10% BTI-induced aging
after 3 years of operation [37]. First, the 45 nm 6T and 8T SRAM cells are
modeled using the PTM model. Afterward, the BTI-induced Vth shift LUT and
the corresponding SNM degradation for various SP values (0.0–1.0) are obtained
using a SPICE simulation. The impact of process variation is considered as a normal
distribution of the transistor threshold voltage with a mean (μ = Vth, 300mV) and
standard deviation (σ ) obtained using the Pelgrom model given in Eq. (5).

To demonstrate the effect of soft error, neutron-induced soft errors are considered
as they are the dominant soft error mechanisms at terrestrial altitudes. In order to
ensure the proper functionality of both 6T and 8T SRAM cells in the near-threshold
voltage domain, their transistors are sized according to the transistor sizing used
to model and fabricate near-threshold 6T and 8T SRAM cells specified in [32]. It
should be noted that L1 cache is used for illustration purpose only as most embedded

Table 1 Experimental setup, configuration, and evaluated benchmark applications

Gem5

Simulation environment Near-threshold Super-threshold

Core configuration

Processor model Embedded Embedded

Architecture Single in-order core Single in-order core

ISA ALPHA ALPHA

Supply voltage 0.5V 1.1V

Frequency 100MHz 1GHz

Technology node 45 nm PTM 45 nm PTM

Cache configuration

L1 Cache Sizes = 4, 8, and 16KB Sizes = 4, 8, and 16KB

Associativity = 1, 2, and 4 way Associativity = 1, 2, and 4 way

Replacement policy = LRU Replacement policy = LRU

SRAM cells = 6T and 8T SRAM cell = 6T

Benchmark SPEC2000 SPEC2000
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NTC processors have limited cache hierarchy. However, the framework is generic,
and it is applicable to any cache levels such as L2 and L3.

3.3.2 Workload Effect Analysis

As discussed in Sect. 3.2, BTI-induced SNM degradation of SRAM cell highly
depends on the cell’s signal probability and the residency time of valid data which
varies from one workload application to another. Similarly, the SER of memory
components is dependent on the data residency period which is commonly measured
using AVF. Hence, for SER analysis, the AVF of different workloads is obtained
based on the workload application’s data residency period. In order to show the
effect of workload variation on SER and SNM degradation, the AVF and signal
probabilities of the cache memory are extracted by running different workload
applications from the SPEC2000 benchmark suite. Then, the corresponding SNM
and SER of the cache memory are obtained using the SER and SNM models
presented in Sect. 3.2.

3.3.3 Aging and Variation-Induced SNM Degradation

SNM degradation affects the metastability of SRAM cells. Metastability of SRAM
cell determines the stability of the stored value, and it is highly dependent on the
worst-case SNM degradation [18]. Therefore, for any workload application, the
aging-induced SNM degradation should be evaluated based on the first cell to fail
(worst-case SNM degradation).

The impact of workload on the SNM degradation of 6T and 8T based caches
across wide supply voltage range is shown in Fig. 9a and b, respectively. For
both cases, the SNM degradation increases significantly with supply voltage
downscaling. Although the aging rate is slower at lower supply voltage values due
to the lower temperature, the wide variation extent in NTC leads to higher aging
sensitivity. Hence, in NTC the impact of process variation on SNM is more severe
and leads to a significant increase in the aging sensitivity of SRAM cells.

3.3.4 Soft Error Rate Analysis

In order to analyze the impact of workload variation on the soft error rate of cache
memories, the architectural vulnerability factor of each workload is extracted and
combined with the circuit-level information. Figure 10 shows the contribution of
the SPEC2000 workload applications on the SER of the 6T SRAM based cache. As
shown in the figure, for all workload applications the SER increases significantly
with supply voltage downscaling. For example, the SER of all workload applications
increases by five orders of magnitude when the supply voltage is downscaled from
the super-threshold voltage (1.1V) to the near-threshold voltage domain (0.5V).
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Fig. 9 Workload effects on aging-induced SNM degradation in the presence of process variation
for 6T and 8T SRAM cell based cache after 3 years of operation (a) 6T SRAM based cache (b) 8T
SRAM based cache

Additionally, the workload variation has a considerable impact on the soft error
rate. For example, the SER of Bzip2 is almost two orders of magnitude higher
than the SER of Mesa and Parser workload applications. The workload variation
impact is observed because Bzip2 application has higher locality and hit rate
which increases the data residency period when compared to the other workload
applications. Although the higher hit rate of Bzip2 leads to a better performance
measured in Instructions Per Cycle (IPC), it has a significant impact on the soft
error rate of the cache. Hence, it is essential to exploit the workload variation in
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Fig. 10 Workload effect on SER rate of 6T SRAM cell based cache memory for wide supply
voltage range

order to downscale the supply voltage of the cache memory in per-application bases
for a given target error rate. For a given target FIT rate (e.g., 10−2) the cache has
to operate at 0.6V for Mesa and Parser workload applications. However, for Bzip2
the cache has to operate at a higher voltage (0.7V) for the same target error rate.

3.3.5 Cache Organization Impact on System FIT Rate

Cache organization has a significant impact on the performance of embedded
processors [34]. Similarly, the organization has an impact on the reliability of
cache units. In NTC, the reliability impact of cache organization is even more
pronounced. Hence, a proper cache size and associativity selection should consider
both performance and reliability as target metrics. The system failure probability
(FIT rate and SNM) of a cache unit is highly dependent on the architectural
vulnerability factor and the values stored in the cache as well as their residency
time intervals, which is in turn is a strong function of the read-write accesses of the
cache. Hence, these parameters are influenced by cache size and associativity.

The performance and reliability impacts of different cache organizations in the
near and super-threshold voltage domains are evaluated using the configurations
described in Table 1. For near-threshold voltage (0.5V) the processor core frequency
is set to 100MHz, and the cache latency is set to 1 cycle as gate delay is the dominant
factor in the near-threshold voltage domain [12]. In the super-threshold voltage
domain, however, the cache latency and interconnect delay have a significant impact
on the overall delay. Thus, the cache hit latency is set to 2 cycles for 4 and 8K cache
sizes and 3 cycles for the 16K cache size [41].
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Fig. 11 Impact of cache organization on SNM degradation in near-threshold (NTC) and super-
threshold (ST) in the presence of process variation and aging effect after 3 years of operation

3.3.6 Cache Organization and SNM Degradation

Since cache organization determines the data residency period, it has a direct impact
on the SNM degradation. Figure 11 illustrates the impact of cache organization on
the SNM degradation of near and super-threshold voltage 6T and 8T SRAM cell
based memory arrays in the presence of process variation and aging effects after 3
years of operation. The figure shows smaller cache size with higher associativity
(4 k-4w) has less impact on SNM degradation as the data resides in the cache for a
smaller duration.

3.3.7 Cache Organization and SER FIT Rate

The cache size and associativity also affect the ACE cycles of cache lines and their
failure probabilities. The impact of the cache organization on the FIT rate and per-
formance (IPC) varies along various supply voltage domains. In the super-threshold
voltage, an increase in cache size and associativity improves the performance.
However, from a FIT rate point of view, an increase in the cache size has a negative
impact on FIT rate as it increases the FIT of the cache. Smaller cache sizes, however,
have lower performance and better FIT rate. Figure 12 shows the design space
of FIT rate and performance (IPC) impact of various cache organizations in the
super-threshold voltage domain. In the figure, the FIT rate and performance optimal
configuration is (8 k-4w) as indicated by the blue italic font in Fig. 12.

In the near-threshold voltage domain, the performance is mainly dominated
by the delay of the logic unit and the memory failure rate is significantly high.
Therefore, it is essential to select a cache organization that gives better reliability
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(FIT rate and SNM) than performance. Hence, in NTC a smaller cache size with
higher associativity gives the best reliability and performance trade-off. Figure 13
shows the design space for the FIT rate and performance trade-off for 6T and 8T
designs in NTC.
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Fig. 14 FIT rate and performance trade-off analysis of near-threshold 6T and 8T caches for
various cache configurations and average workload effect in the presence of process variation and
aging effects. (a) Near-threshold 6T. (b) Near-threshold 8T

3.3.8 Reliability-Aware Optimal Cache Organization

The experimental results reported in Figs. 11, 12, 13, and 14 show an increase in
the cache associativity improves the performance and reliability (both FIT rate and
SNM). Hence, in the super-threshold voltage domain, medium cache size (e.g.,
8KB) with higher associativity has a better reliability and performance trade-off.
In NTC, however, smaller cache sizes with higher associativity are preferable for
two main reasons: (1) The performance is mainly dominated by the processor core,
not by the cache units and hence, cache latency is not an important issue. (2) The
soft error rate and SNM degradation are higher in NTC than in the super-threshold
voltage domain. Hence, the cache size is reduced by half to obtain a better reliability
and performance trade-off in NTC.

In the NTC domain, the selection of an optimal cache organization for the 6T
SRAM cell based caches is different from the 8T based caches, depending on the
FIT rate and performance requirement. For example, for a target tolerable FIT rate
of 350 at NTC (as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 14a and b), only 4KB 4-way
associative cache organization is within the acceptable zone for the 6T-based cache.
In the 8T-based cache, however, three additional cache organizations (4K-dm, 4 k-
2w, and 8 k-4w) are within the acceptable zone. Hence, the 8 k-4w cache is used
in the 8T-based cache to get ≈10% performance improvement without violating the
reliability constraint.

To implement the suggested cache organizations for a specific supply voltage
value (only near-threshold or super-threshold) is straightforward. For caches that are
expected to operate in both super and near-threshold voltage domains, the reliability-
performance optimum cache organization in the super-threshold voltage (e.g., 4-way
8KB in this case) is preferable. Then, when switching to the near-threshold voltage
domain, some portion of the cache is disabled (power gated) in order to maintain
the reliability-performance trade-off at NTC.
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Fig. 15 Energy consumption profile of 6T and 8T based 4K 4-way cache for wide supply voltage
value ranges averaged over the selected workloads from SPEC2000 benchmarks

3.3.9 Overall Energy-Saving Analysis of 6T and 8T Caches

The energy-saving potential of supply voltage downscaling is evaluated by extract-
ing the average energy consumption profile of the 4K-Byte 4-way set associative
cache (i.e., the reliability-performance optimal cache configuration) using 6T and
8T implementations. The energy consumption of the cache memory consists of
three different components. These components are peripheries, row and column
decoders, and bit-cell array energy consumptions. Since the energy consumption of
the periphery and row/column decoder is independent of the bit-cell used, they are
assumed to be uniform for both 6T and 8T based caches. Hence, the energy-saving
comparison is done based only on the energy consumption of the bit-cell array.

Figure 15 compares the total energy consumption of the 6T and 8T based cache
memories for a wide supply voltage range. As shown in the figure, the 8T based
cache has slightly higher energy consumption in the super-threshold voltage domain
(0.7–1.1V) than the 6T based cache. The slightly higher energy consumption is
because of the additional transistors used for read/write decoupling. However, due
to the increase in the failure rate in the near-threshold domain, the 6T based
cache consumes more energy than the corresponding 8T based implementation. The
energy cost of the higher failure rate is considered as an increase in the read/write
latency of the cache. This shows addressing the failures of the 6T cache in NTC
results in additional energy cost which makes it less attractive for operating at lower
supply voltage values (e.g., below 0.6V).
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3.3.10 Reliability Improvement and Area Overhead Analysis
of 8T Based Caches

In a near-threshold voltage SRAM design, the 8T cell improves the soft error rate
in the presence of aging and variation effects by up to 25%. Similarly, the SNM is
improved by ≈15% using 8T SRAM cells in NTC caches. However, it is expected
that the 8T SRAM design has 30% area overhead than the 6T design due to the two
additional access transistors. In practice, however, the overhead is much less. Since
the 6T SRAM has to be up-sized to increase its read stability, the up-sizing increases
the cell area of the 6T design to the extent of being larger than the area of 8T design,
as experimentally demonstrated in [32].

4 Voltage Scalable Memory Failure Mitigation Scheme

As shown in the analysis presented in Sect. 3, process variation has a significant
impact on the failure rate of memory components operating in the near-threshold
voltage domain. Hence, addressing variation-induced memory failures plays an
essential role in harnessing NTC benefits. One way of mitigating variation-induced
memory failures is by determining the voltage downscaling potential of cache
memories without surpassing the tolerable/correctable error margins. For this
purpose, the operating voltage of caches should be gracefully reduced so that the
number of failing bits due to permanent and transient failures remains tolerable.

This section presents a BIST based voltage scalable mitigation technique to
determine an error-free supply voltage downscaling potential of caches at runtime.
In order to reduce the runtime configuration complexities, the cache organizations
such as size, associativity, and block size are determined during design time. In this
work, the block size is considered as the smallest unit used to transfer data to and
from the cache. Then, a BIST based runtime cache operating voltage downscaling
analysis is performed for a given cache organization. To illustrate the impact of
block size selection, the voltage downscaling potential of two block sizes is studied.

4.1 Motivation and Idea

Due to the wide variation extent in NTC, different memory cells have different SNM
values; as a result, their minimum operating voltages for a proper functionality vary
significantly. The cells with smaller SNM values need to operate at a higher supply
voltage than the cells with larger SNM values. Therefore, the supply voltage of some
cells (cells with smaller SNM value) should be scaled down more conservatively
than the cells with larger SNM in order to maintain the overall reliability. This idea
is exploited in order to minimize the effect of process variation and determine error
tolerant/error-free voltage downscaling potential of near-threshold caches. Since
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(a) (b)

Fig. 16 Error-free minimum operating voltage distribution of 8 MB cache, Set size = 128 Byte
(a) block size = 32 Bytes (4 blocks per set) and (b) block size = 64 Bytes (two blocks per set), the
cache is modeled as 45 nm node in CACTI

cache memories are divided into several blocks, block size selection has a significant
impact on the supply voltage downscaling potential of cache memories. Hence, one
needs to analyze the impact of process variation and supply voltage downscaling
potential of cache memories in a per block bases.

Cache block size has a substantial impact on the miss rate and miss penalty of
caches at the same time. In order to reduce the cache miss rate and its associated
penalty, a larger block size is preferable as it improves locality and reduces the miss
rate. From a reliability point of view, however, larger block sizes have wide variation
extent, and as a result more failing cells in NTC, which makes the entire block fail.
These failures force the cache memory to operate at a much higher voltage (i.e.,
more conservative scaling) leading to a significant reduction in the energy efficiency.
However, this is addressed by decreasing the cache block size in order to reduce
cache operating voltage as the variation extent is minimal in comparison to larger
block sizes.

To exploit this fact, the impact of block size selection on the supply voltage
downscaling potential of a near-threshold voltage 8KB cache is evaluated as shown
in Fig. 16. The cache is modeled in CACTI [36] with 128 Byte set size and two
different block sizes, and the impact of process variation is modeled using the
threshold voltage variation model given in Eq. (5). As shown in the figure, the
smaller block size (Fig. 16a) has narrow variation extent, and hence, it has more
supply voltage downscaling potential than its larger block size counterpart (Fig. 16b)
at design time. During operation time, the supply voltage downscaling potential of
the larger block size cache is reduced further due to various runtime factors such
as aging-induced SNM degradation and SER. Moreover, smaller block sizes have
lower multiple bit failure rates, and hence, simpler ECC schemes are adopted at a
minimum cost [2]. Table 2 shows the ECC overhead comparison for 64 and 32 Byte
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Table 2 ECC overhead analysis of different block sizes and correction capabilities

Block size = 64 Byte Block size = 32 Byte

ECC
schemes

Area
overhead

Storage
overhead

Latency
overhead

Area
overhead

Storage
overhead

Latency
overhead

SECDED 13k gates 11 bits 2 cycle ≈4k gates 10 bits 1 cycle

DECTED >50k gates 21 bits 4 cycles ≈10k gates 19 bits 2 cycle

4EC5ED ≈60k gates 41 bits 15 cycles ≈50k gates 37 bits 9 cycle

block sizes according to [2]. The table shows dividing the cache into smaller blocks
has an advantage in terms of ECC overhead. Therefore, appropriate cache block
size selection should consider both performance and reliability effects at the same
time in order to achieve maximum performance while operating within the tolerable
reliability margin. Once the cache block size is determined, the cache supply voltage
should be tuned at runtime to incorporate the runtime reliability effects such as
aging. For this purpose, a BIST based supply voltage tuning is used, and its concept
is discussed in the following subsection.

4.2 Built-In Self-Test (BIST) Based Runtime Operating
Voltage Adjustment

Built-In Self-Test (BIST) is a widely used technique to test VLSI system on
chip [22]. Since memory components occupy majority of the chip area, BIST plays a
significant role in testing large and complex memory arrays easily [5, 22]. In order to
determine the runtime supply voltage downscaling potential of caches, it is essential
to assume a cache memory is equipped with BIST infrastructure to test the entire
memory.

In a conventional BIST, the BIST controller generates the test addresses and test
patterns (finite number of read/write operations). Then, the test is performed, and the
test result is compared with the expected response to determine the failing cells [5].
In this case, however, since the BISTmodule has to determine the minimum scalable
voltage of each block, the test controller has to be modified in order to iteratively
test and generate the minimum scalable voltages of each block. The goal is first to
determine the error-free minimum scalable voltage of each cache block with/without
error correction hardware. Then, the cache operating voltage is determined based on
the block with higher operational voltage as shown in Eq. (7), such that the runtime
memory failure is minimized.

Vcache
dd = max

0≤i≤N−1
VBi

dd (7)

where N is the total number of cache blocks, and VBi

dd is the runtime minimum
scalable voltage of block Bi obtained using the iterative BIST.
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Algorithm 1 Runtime cache operating voltage adjustment
1: function CACHE-Vdd -SCALING (Cs, Vdd , Bs , Fm ){Cs=cache size, Vdd= operating voltage, Bs=block size,

Fm=tolerable margin of failing bits}
2: Bt ← Cs

Bs
;{ Bt=total number of cache blocks}

3: for block i←1 to Bt do
4: Fc ←0; {Fc=failing cells counter}
5: Vnew

dd
← Vdd ; { V

new
dd

=voltage used to perform BIST}
6: while Fc ≤Fm do
7: Perform BIST using Vnew

dd
;

8: Fc ← failing cells;{total number of failing cells per block}
9: Vnew

dd
←Vnew

dd
-�Vdd ;{reduce operating voltage by �Vdd}

10: end while
11: end for
12: Vcache

dd
← max

1≤i≤Bt
V new

ddi
;{ Vnew

ddi
new operating voltage of blocki}

Algorithm 1 presents the iterative BIST technique used to determine the min-
imum scalable voltage of cache memory by considering permanent and runtime
memory failures. The algorithm takes cache size (Cs), operating voltage (Vdd ),
block size (Bs), and tolerance margin (Fm) as its input. Then, the number of
cache blocks is determined by dividing the cache size by the block size (Step 2).
Afterward, the minimum scalable voltage of each block is obtained by gradually
reducing the operating voltage, and conducting block-level BIST to determine the
total number of failing bits at each operating voltage level (Steps 3–10). It should
be noted that, the supply voltage is reduced as long as the number of failing bits per
block is within the tolerable/correction capability of the adopted error correction
scheme. For example, a cache memory equipped with a Single Error Correction
Double Error Detection (SECDED) infrastructure tolerates two failing bits per block
(hence Fm = 2) as SECDED corrects only one bit and detects two erroneous bits
at a time. Hence, whenever two failing bits are detected the error-free version is
loaded from the lower-level memory which makes SECDED sufficient solution for
tolerating two failing bits per block. Finally, the algorithm determines the operating
voltage of the cache based on the block with the highest voltage as shown in Step 12.

The overall flow of the cache access control logic along with the BIST infras-
tructure as well as mapping logic is presented in Fig. 17. The cache controller first
decodes the address and identifies the requested block. Then, it determines if the
requested block is functional or failing block for the specified operating voltage. If
the requested block is functional, then a conventional block access is performed. In
case the requested block is a failing one, the error tolerant block mapping scheme is
employed to redirect the access request.

Since this approach considers the effect of permanent and transient failure
mechanisms, it is orthogonal with different dynamic cache mitigation schemes such
as block disabling [1, 43] and strong ECC schemes [2]. For energy-critical systems,
block disabling technique is applied in combination with this approach to downscale
the cache operating voltage aggressively by disabling the failing blocks at lower
operating voltages at the cost of performance reduction (increase in miss rate).
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Fig. 17 Cache access control flowchart equipped with BIST and block mapping logic

4.3 Error Tolerant Block Mapping

Once the minimum scalable voltages of the cache blocks are determined, the
next task is to disable the failing blocks, and map their read/write accesses to
the corresponding non-failing blocks in order to ensure reliable cache operation.
Additionally, in order to reduce the vulnerability to runtime failures (such as noise
and soft errors), the non-failing blocks are stored in a stack frame sorted by their
minimum scalable voltage values. Since the marginal blocks (blocks with less
voltage downscaling potential) are more sensitive to runtime failures, they are stored
at the top of the stack. Then, access to a disabled block is mapped to the marginal
blocks in the stack. The mapping enables to reduce soft error vulnerability of the
marginal blocks by reducing their data residency period. Since a stack is a linear
data structure in which the insertion and deletion operations are performed at only
one end commonly known as “top,” the marginal blocks need to be at the top (upper
half) of the stack to ensure their fast replacement.

The mapping process is illustrated in Fig. 18 by using an illustrative example.
As shown in the figure, the cache blocks are divided into three categories: (1) red
blocks are failing blocks. (2) yellow blocks are marginal blocks (non-failing but with
limited supply voltage downscaling potential). (3) blue blocks are robust blocks (i.e.,
non-failing with higher supply voltage downscaling potential). Hence, the marginal
blocks are stored at the top of the stack frame. Then, when a disabled (failing) block
is requested (e.g., B5) its access request is mapped to a marginal block at the top
of the stack frame (e.g., B4), and the stack pointer is updated to point to the next
element in the stack. This process continues until all the disabled blocks are mapped.
It should be noted that once a block is mapped, it is removed from the mapping stack
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Fig. 18 Error tolerant cache block mapping scheme (mapping failing blocks to marginal blocks)

Table 3 Minimum scalable voltage analysis for different ECC schemes

Minimum scalable voltage in [V]

ECC-Scheme Block size = 16Byte Block size = 32Byte Block size = 64Byte

No-ECC 0.50 0.53 0.54

Parity 0.47 0.51 0.53

SECDED 0.43 0.48 0.50

when updating the stack pointer. For example, when block B5 is mapped to block
B4, then, block B4 is removed from the stack as shown by the empty slot in Fig. 18.

4.4 Evaluation of Voltage Scalable Mitigation Scheme

4.4.1 Variation-Aware Voltage Scaling Analysis

The supply voltage scalability of three different block sizes (16, 32, and 64
Byte) with different error correction schemes is compared in order to analyze
the impact of block size selection on the supply voltage downscaling potential
of cache memories with and without error correction schemes. The error-free
(correctable error) minimum voltage of three block sizes is studied for 8KB cache
memory without ECC, parity, and Single Error Correction Double Error Detection
(SECDED) configurations. Table 3 shows the supply voltage downscaling potential
of the studied block sizes. For all ECC schemes (given in Table 3), the cache
operating voltage has to be downscaled more conservatively when the block size is
larger (64 Bytes). However, larger block sizes help to reduce the cache miss rate that
results in a better cache performance. Therefore, for an aggressive supply voltage
downscaling, the block size should be selected as small as possible by making
performance and energy-saving trade-off analysis.
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Fig. 19 Comparison of
voltage downscaling in the
presence of block disabling
and ECC induce overheads
for gzip, parser, and mcf
applications from SPEC2000
benchmark (a) energy
consumption comparison (b)
Performance comparison in
terms of IPC
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4.4.2 Energy and Performance Evaluation of Voltage Scalable Cache
Different ECC Schemes

The average energy reduction and performance comparison of voltage scaled cache
memory with and without ECC are given in Fig. 19a and b by running selected
workloads (gzip, parser, and mcf ) from the SPEC2000 benchmark. The energy
results in Fig. 19a are extracted from CACTI by considering block disabling, and
ECC induced delay and energy overheads. As shown in the figure, supply voltage
downscaling improves the energy efficiency significantly. However, the overheads of
this scheme, namely ECC energy overhead, block disabling induced cash miss rate,
and ECC encoding/decoding delay overhead outweigh the energy gain of supply
voltage downscaling when the cache operating voltage is below 0.7V. Therefore,
the energy per access of Double Error Correction Triple Error Detection (DECTED)
is higher than SECDED when the supply voltage is scaled down to 0.7V or below.
Similarly, Fig. 19b shows the cache performance (IPC) is reduced significantly with
the supply voltage downscaling as more blocks are disabled for reliable operation.
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5 Conclusion

Embedded microprocessors, particularly for battery-powered mobile applications,
and energy-harvested Internet of Things (IoT) are expected to meet stringent
energy budgets. In this regard, operating in the near-threshold voltage domain
provides better performance and energy efficiency trade-offs. However, NTC faces
various challenges among which increase in functional failure rate of memory
components is the dominant issue. This chapter analyzed the combined effect of
aging, process variation, and soft error on the reliability of cache memories in
super and near-threshold voltage domains. It is observed that the combined effect
of process variation and aging has a massive impact on the soft error rate and
SNM degradation of NTC memories. Experimental results show process variation
and aging-induced SNM degradation is 2.5× higher in NTC than in the super-
threshold voltage domain while SER is 8× higher. The use of 8T instead of 6T
SRAM cells reduces the system-level SNM and SER by 14% and 22%, respectively.
Additionally, workload and cache organization have a significant impact on the FIT
rate and SNM degradation of memory components. This chapter demonstrated that
the reliability and performance optimal cache organization changes when going
from the super-threshold voltage to the near-threshold voltage domain.
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